
Art and Design

Term A1 EYFS
Term 1: Me and My World - Self-Portraits

Term 2: Farming - Vegetable Printing and Leaf
Rubbing

KS1
Immigration - Puppets: Planes

LKS2
Immigration - Naval and Maritime

Art

UKS2
Immigration - Life Between

Islands: Caribbean-British Art

Skills Term 1: Me and My World
- Enjoy using graphic tools, fingers, hands, chalk, pens and
pencils
- Draw on different surfaces and coloured paper
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes
and tools i.e. sponge brushes, fingers, twigs
- Look and talk about what they have produced, describing
simple techniques and media used
- Produce lines of different thickness and tone using a
pencil
- Recognise and name the primary colours being used
Term 2: Farming
- Enjoy using stencils to create a picture
- Use and begin to control a range of media
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes
and tools i.e. sponge brushes, fingers, twigs
- Begin to take leaf rubbings
- Create simple pictures by printing from objects
- Develop simple patterns by using objects
- Start to produce different patterns and textures from
observations, imagination and illustrations
- Use appropriate language to describe colours, media,
equipment and textures
- Look and talk about what they have produced, describing
simple techniques and media used

- Use 2D mathematical shapes
- Experiment with line
- Use printmaking techniques
- Create textured pieces
- Use a range of materials to design and make
products
- Use sketchbooks to record thoughts and
ideas, (Y2:) develop skills and experiment with
materials
- Explore ideas through practical activities
- Create abstract compositions using various
shapes
- Recognise and describe key features of their
own and others’ work
- Use a range of materials to create puppets

- Increase awareness of manipulating paint
to achieve more accurate colours and shades
- Express line in different ways to express
geometric and organic forms
- Analyse and describe the use of texture
within artists’ work
- Analyse and describe the use of colour
within artists’ work
- Discuss art using an increasingly
sophisticated use of language (formal
elements)
- Use a range of different strokes and shades
- Use sketch books for planning and refining
ideas
- Use a variety of tones to achieve different
effects

- Further improve skill and control when
painting
- Develop colour mixing and tonal shading
with colour
- Use the work of artists to explore own
ideas
- Develop personal, imaginative responses
to a theme
- Define and use more complex colours
- Select and mix colours to depict own
thoughts, feelings and intentions
- Use knowledge and understanding of
patterns to represent feelings and
emotions
- Extend and articulate their knowledge of
pattern from multiple sources to create
sophisticated original artwork
- Regularly analyse and reflect on their
progress taking account of intentions and
opinions
- Develop a greater understanding of
vocabulary when discussing their own and
others’ work

Knowledge
for
Retention

Term 1: Me and My World
- Know that a self-portrait is a picture of you, created by
you
- Know that green, blue and red are the primary colours
- Know that you can make other colours by mixing the
primary colours
- Understand that using a different tool, e.g. pencil, pen,
paintbrush, will create a different line or shape
- Know that a different surface can make different marks
Term 2: Farming
- Know that we can use objects from the natural world,
such as vegetables, as tools for art
- Understand that uneven textures can make different

- Know that Jim Henson created The Muppets
using textiles and puppets
- Identify different forms of textiles and name
some simple fabrics, e.g. cotton, felt
- Know how to thread a needle
- Be able to stitch two pieces of fabric together
- Know how to perform a basic stitch

- Know that Maritime Art is a form of Art
(most commonly painting) that draws
inspiration from the sea
- Know that George Philip Reinagle was one
of the most famous maritime artists, and be
familiar with his most famous works
- Compare this with the work of Roy Cross
and understand how colour changes the
presentation of the sea
- Understand how to change the texture and
tone of work using thicker or layered paint
- Know how to mix lighter and darker shades
of one colour to create different effects

- Know how use of colour, texture and
style from the Caribbean has influenced
British art since the 1950s
- Understand the significance of the
recent ‘Life Between Islands’ exhibition at
the Tate Britain
- Know the way in which the Windrush
generation impacted British art
- Understand how to use colour, texture,
and line to create a piece of
Caribbean-influenced art
- Understand how personal, emotional
and political messages can be portrayed
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shades
- Know that the harder you press, the darker your lines will
be
- Understand that putting the same images in the same
order will create a repeated pattern

through art work.

National
Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Me and My World
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings
- To develop their colour-mixing techniques to enable them
to match the colours they see and want to represent
- Provide a range of materials and tools and teach children
to use them with care and precision
Term 2: Farming
- Provide a range of materials and tools and teach children
to use them with care and precision
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them
- Encourage them to think about and discuss what they
want to make
- Encourage children to notice features in the natural
world. Help them to define colours, shapes, texture and
smells in their own words. Discuss children’s responses to
what they see

- Use a range of materials creatively to design
and make products
- Develop a wide range of art and design
techniques in using colour, pattern, texture,
line, shape, form and space

- Create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and
revisit ideas
- Improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials [for
example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]
- Understand great artists, architects and
designers in history

- Improve their mastery of art and design

techniques, including drawing, painting

and sculpture with a range of materials

[for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

- Understand great artists, architects and
designers in history

Vocabulary Term 1: Me and My World self-portrait, draw, paint,
primary colour
Term 2: Farming print, pattern, colour, repeat

2-dimensional, light, dark, shadow,
background, foreground

mix, stroke, light, dark, tone, line, texture colour, shade, tropical imagery, emotion,
secondary colour, brush stroke,
contemporary

Term A2 EYFS
Term 1: Once Upon A Time - Sponge Printing
Term 2: Castles and Dragons - Dot Painting

KS1
Dinosaurs - Clay Dinosaur Fossils

LKS2
Romans - Roman Mosaics

UKS2
Anglo-Saxons to Vikings - Wattle

and Daub

Skills Term 1: Once Upon A Time
-  use stencils to create a picture
- use and begin to control a range of media
- Explore working with paint on different surfaces and in
different ways i.e. coloured, sized and shaped paper
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes
and tools i.e. sponge brushes
- Create simple pictures by printing from objects.
- Develop simple patterns by using objects
- Impress and apply simple decoration

- Use a range of materials to design and make
products
- Begin clay etching
- Use 3D clay to create 2D printed patterns and
sculptural forms
- Use sketchbooks to record thoughts and
ideas, develop skills and experiment with
materials
- Develop original artwork from other sources
- Study natural forms in the world around them

- Use geometry and tonal shading
- Make records of experiments with various
materials
- Express line in different ways to express
geometric and organic forms
- Construct patterns through craft methods
to further their knowledge and
understanding
- Make art from recycled materials
- Show creativity in their choice of materials

- Create detailed drawings
- Select materials for a given purpose
- Create 3D sculptural forms from a
purpose
- Work collaboratively to explore ideas for
meeting a design brief
- Develop and discuss ideas through
sketches
- Design new architectural forms to satisfy
their own ideas and intentions
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- Cut shapes using scissors and other modelling tools
- Use appropriate language to describe colours, media,
equipment and textures
- Look and talk about what they have produced,
describing simple techniques and media used
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Use and begin to control a range of media
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes
and tools i.e. cotton buds
- Develop simple patterns by using objects
- Start to produce different patterns and textures from
observations, imagination and illustrations
- Recognise and name the primary colours being used.
- Mix and match colours to different artefacts and objects

and relate it to their own artwork
- Work with clay to create unique designs
- Learn about form and space through 3D
sculptures of nature and animals
- Understand patterns in nature from
observation
- Identify and relate man-made and natural
repeating patterns
- Describe what they think about others’ work

and composition
- Use knowledge of lines of symmetry to
help draw accurate shapes
- Create original outcomes through the use
of colour and pattern using geometric,
repeating and symmetrical patterns
- Use their own and others’ opinions to
identify how to improve

- Make progress in their ability to describe
and model form and space in 3D using a
range of materials
- Understand how artists manipulate
materials to create texture in a range of
artwork
- Give resonated evaluations of both their
own and others’ work which takes
account of the starting points, intentions
and context behind the work

Knowledge
for Retention

Term 1: Once Upon A Time
- Know how to use a stencil to create a painting
- Understand how to create a painted print using sponges
- Know why it is important that stories we read are
illustrated with colourful pictures
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Know that many dots in the same colour near each other
will create a ‘whole’ effect
- Understand how to be precise in our placements of
colour
- Know that blue, yellow and red are the primary colours
- Know that you can make primary colours darker or
lighter using white and black

- Understand and recognise some of the most
common repeated patterns found in fossils
- Know how to sculpt clay into basic shapes,
e.g. sphere or ‘flat stone’
- Know that clay is malleable when it is wet but
hardens when it dries
- Understand how to make a pattern in clay
using a range of tools
- Know that smaller tools are better for more
precise work

- Understand that a mosaic is a picture made
from many small tiles
- Know that mosaics were found in many
homes during the Roman era
- Know that mosaics were a statement of
wealth and power for Romans
- Understand how to create a mosaic using
paper
- Know how to create a mosaic using a 3D
medium based on what you have learnt with
paper

- Know that Wattle and Daub was used to
create homes and other buildings during
the Stone Age, Anglo-Saxons and Vikings
- Understand that weaving can create a
solid structure
- Know that clay will reinforce a structure
when dry
- Understand how to make a structure
waterproof using solid materials

National
Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Once Upon A Time
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings.
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them.
- Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and skills.
- Define colours, shapes, texture in their own words
-  Develop their colour-mixing techniques to enable them
to match the colours they see and want to represent
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings
- Use  a range of materials and tools with care and
precision
- Develop their colour-mixing techniques to enable them
to match the colours

- Use drawing, painting and sculpture to

develop and share their ideas, experiences and

imagination

- Develop a wide range of art and design
techniques in using colour, pattern, texture,
line, shape, form and space

- Improve their mastery of art and design
techniques with a range of materials

- Improve their mastery of art and design

techniques, including drawing, painting

and sculpture with a range of materials

[for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

- Understand great artists, architects and
designers in history
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Vocabulary Term 1: Once Upon A Time stencil, repeated pattern,
colour mixing, printing, symmetry
Term 2: Castles and Dragons dot, colour, primary, lighter,
darker

sculpt, shape, 3-dimensional, natural patterns,
sketch, label, malleable

geometric pattern, colour, mosaic, tesserae,
hardie

earth, clay, stick, construction,
architecture

Term A3 EYFS
Term 1: Julia Donaldson - Watercolour

Creatures, Illustrating Stories
Term 2: My Blue Planet - Underwater Scenes

and Collage

KS1
Outer Space - Pastel Planets

LKS2
Outer Space - Astrology

UKS2
Outer Space - Retrofuturism

Skills Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Explore working with paint on different surfaces and in
different ways i.e. coloured, sized and shaped paper
- Use a variety of tools including different brushes and
tools
- Produce lines of different thickness and tone using a
pencil.
- Start to produce different patterns and textures from
observations, imagination and illustrations
- Recognise and name the primary colours being used
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Build a construction/ sculpture using a variety of objects
e.g. recycled, natural and manmade materials
- Use graphic tools, fingers, hands, chalk, pens and pencils
- Use a variety of textiles and fabric
- Show experience in fabric collage: layering fabric
- Use a variety of malleable media such as clay, papier
mache, salt dough
- Impress and apply simple decoration
- Cut shapes using scissors and other modelling tools
- Look and talk about what they have produced,
describing simple techniques and media used

- Apply tone to create form
- Develop skill and control with art materials,
including blending with pastels
- Create textured pieces
- Study natural forms in the world around them
and relate it to their own artwork
- Create art on themes of personal interest
- Describe their use of colour to achieve a
specified intention
- Draw lines with increased skill, awareness and
control
- Select and use appropriate materials to create
textures
- Use tone to create 3D form when drawing
- When looking at creative work, express clear
preferences and giving some reasons for these
using some basic language of art (formal
elements)

- Identify and represent subject matter
- Use geometry and tonal shading
- Draw from observation
- Draw with charcoal
- Use sketchbooks to generate ideas and
observations
- Express line in different ways to express
geometric and organic forms
- Use knowledge of lines of symmetry to
help draw accurate shapes
- Apply and blend charcoal to create more
sophisticated areas of tone
- Create geometric and mathematical
drawings
- Analyse and describe the use of pattern
within artists’ work

- Develop the continuous line technique
- Draw for expression
- Develop colour mixing and tonal shading
with colour
- Paint in an impressionist style
- Create digital art using photography to
create abstract pieces
- Develop and discuss ideas through
sketches
- Learn ways that artists represent their
ideas through painting
- Develop personal, imaginative responses
to a theme
- Express feelings, emotions and events
through colour mixing
- Imitate the techniques of other artists,
use simplified shapes and lines to create
more abstract drawings
- Manipulate tone to portray emotions,
using halo/ chiaroscuro techniques
- Increase awareness of how to use tone
to describe light and shade, contrast and
shadow

Knowledge
for Retention

Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Recognise the work of Axel Scheffler
- Know that watercolours use water to wet the paint so
we can brush it on
- Know how to use a paintbrush gently or press more
firmly for different shades
- Know that some colours are better for some parts of a
story than others, e.g. dark colours when the story is sad
or scary

- Know that oil pastels can be smudged and
shaded to create different effects
- Understand from looking at photographs and
art works which colours are usually used to
depict each planet
- Know the order in which the planets are seen
- Understand how to use different colour
backgrounds, e.g. black or dark paper, to create
an impact with brighter colours

- Understand astrology as artistic and
geometrical observations of stars and the
zodiac
- Know some of the basic constellations
- Know how to connect basic astrological
patterns using pencil
- Understand the effect of using charcoal or
white pastel on darker paper when creating
astrological pieces

- Understand retrofuturism as an artistic
movement depicting the future
(‘futurism’) and outer space in the style of
an earlier era (‘retro’)
- Know the work of Kenny Scharf and
Malcolm H Smith and how they depicted
the future using retro styles
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Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Understand that collage can be made from many
different materials
- Know how to glue smaller pieces of textile, fabric or
paper together to begin to create a scene
- Understand how layering different textures can create a
larger scene

National
Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings.
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them.
- Develop their colour-mixing techniques
- Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and
skills.
- Develop and realise creative ideas
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings.
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them.
- Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and
skills.

- Use drawing, painting and sculpture to
develop and share their ideas, experiences and
imagination
- Develop a wide range of art and design
techniques in using colour, pattern, texture,
line, shape, form and space

- Create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and
revisit ideas
- Improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials
About great artists, architects and designers
in history

- Create sketch books to record their

observations and use them to review and

revisit ideas

- Improve their mastery of art and design

techniques, including drawing, painting

and sculpture with a range of materials

[for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

- Understand great artists, architects and
designers in history

Vocabulary Term 1: Julia Donaldson watercolour, line, illustrate,
illustrator
Term 2: My Blue Planet smudge, shade, collage, texture,
textile

smudge, mix, blend, colour, shade geometric pattern, observation, natural
world, line, smudge, light, dark

futurism, retro, line, shape, impact,
chiaroscuro, halo

Term B1 EYFS
Term 1: Me and My World - Self-Portraits

Term 2: Farming - Vegetable Printing

KS1
Farming - Apple Printing and Leaf

Rubbing

LKS2
Farming - Take One Picture:

‘Farmhouse in a Wheat Field’ by
Vincent van Gogh

UKS2
Farming - Rural Landscapes of

Paul Cézanne

Skills Term 1: Me and My World
- Enjoy using graphic tools, fingers, hands, chalk, pens and
pencils
- Draw on different surfaces and coloured paper
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes

- Mix, refine and apply  more sophisticated
colours
- Use a range of materials and printmaking
techniques
- Create textured pieces

- Develop ability to control the tonal quality
of paint
- Develop technical mastery of painting skills
- Use a range of different strokes and shades
- Express thoughts and observations in

- Develop colour mixing and tonal shading
with colour
- Paint in an impressionist style
- Further improve skill and control when
painting
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and tools i.e. sponge brushes, fingers, twigs
- Look and talk about what they have produced,
describing simple techniques and media used
- Produce lines of different thickness and tone using a
pencil
- Recognise and name the primary colours being used
Term 2: Farming
- Enjoy using stencils to create a picture
- Use and begin to control a range of media
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes
and tools i.e. sponge brushes, fingers, twigs
- Begin to take leaf rubbings
- Create simple pictures by printing from objects
- Develop simple patterns by using objects
- Start to produce different patterns and textures from
observations, imagination and illustrations
- Use appropriate language to describe colours, media,
equipment and textures
- Look and talk about what they have produced,
describing simple techniques and media used

- 2D printing
- Develop original artwork from other sources
- Study natural forms in the world around them
and relate it to their own artwork
- Choose appropriate colours to reflect a theme
and purpose
- Create a pattern of their choosing
- Identify and relate man-made and natural
repeating patterns
- Learn a range of techniques to express their
knowledge of repeating and non-repeating
pattern
- Experiment with pencils to create more
complex tones - learn that different ways to
hold a pencil affects the tone

sketchbooks
- Express original thoughts and ideas about
the art of others
- Increase awareness of manipulating paint
to achieve more accurate colours and shades
- Analyse and describe the use of texture
within artists’ work
- Analyse and describe the use of colour
within artists’ work
- Analyse and describe the use of form
within artists’ work
- Analyse and describe the use of tone within
artists’ work
- Describe how great artists mixed and
applied paint
- Build a more complex vocabulary when
discussing art (formal elements)

- Create tonal paintings
- Learn ways that artists represent their
ideas through painting
- Select colours to accurately reflect
objects in a still life composition
- Express feelings, emotions and events
through colour mixing
- Recreate colours used by impressionist
painters
- Understand how artists manipulate
materials to create texture in a range of
artwork
- Use the language of art with greater
sophistication to discuss art

Knowledge
for Retention

Term 1: Me and My World
- Know that a self-portrait is a picture of you, created by
you
- Know that green, blue and red are the primary colours
- Know that you can make other colours by mixing the
primary colours
- Understand that using a different tool, e.g. pencil, pen,
paintbrush, will create a different line or shape
- Know that a different surface can make different marks
Term 2: Farming
- Know that we can use objects from the natural world,
such as vegetables, as tools for art
- Understand that uneven textures can make different
shades
- Know that the harder you press, the darker your lines
will be
- Understand that putting the same images in the same
order will create a pattern

- Know that hard and soft materials can be
used to create prints
- Know the process of apple printing
- Understand that repeated printing creates a
pattern and colour can also be used in a
pattern
- Know the process of leaf rubbing
- Understand how to create a natural picture
using leaf rubbing techniques

- Know about the life and work of Vincent
van Gogh
- Know the piece ‘Farmhouse in a Wheat
Field’ including that the mediums used are
oil and canvas and the style is
post-impressionism
- Know that a landscape piece usually
depicts a rural scene and identify other rural
scenes in post-impressionist work
- Understand how to create a landscape
using ‘near and far’ techniques

- Know about the life and work of Paul
Cezanne
- Understand how Paul Cezanne used
varying brush strokes to create landscapes
- Know the process for painting a
landscape from sketch-work to building
paint texture

National
Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Me and My World
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings
- To develop their colour-mixing techniques to enable
them to match the colours they see and want to
represent

- Develop a wide range of art and design
techniques in using colour, pattern, texture,
line, shape, form and space
- Use a range of materials creatively to design
and make products

- Improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials [for
example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]
- Understand great artists, architects and
designers in history

- Create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and
revisit ideas
- Understand great artists, architects and
designers in history
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- Provide a range of materials and tools and teach
children to use them with care and precision
Term 2: Farming
- Provide a range of materials and tools and teach
children to use them with care and precision
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them
- Encourage them to think about and discuss what they
want to make
- Encourage children to notice features in the natural
world. Help them to define colours, shapes, texture and
smells in their own words. Discuss children’s responses to
what they see

Vocabulary Term 1: Me and My World self-portrait, draw, paint,
primary colour
Term 2: Farming print, pattern, colour, repeat

print, pattern, repeat, colour, natural material,
shade

line, brush stroke, primary and secondary
colour, tone

landscape, still life, figure, observation,
stroke, tone, mix

Term B2 EYFS
Term 1: Once Upon A Time - Sponge Printing
Term 2: Castles and Dragons - Dot Painting

KS1
Famous People - Portraits

LKS2
The Greeks - Greek Pottery

UKS2
The Great Wars - Propaganda

Posters

Skills Term 1: Once Upon A Time
-  use stencils to create a picture
- use and begin to control a range of media
- Explore working with paint on different surfaces and in
different ways i.e. coloured, sized and shaped paper
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes
and tools i.e. sponge brushes
- Create simple pictures by printing from objects.
- Develop simple patterns by using objects
- Impress and apply simple decoration
- Cut shapes using scissors and other modelling tools
- Use appropriate language to describe colours, media,
equipment and textures
- Look and talk about what they have produced,
describing simple techniques and media used
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Use and begin to control a range of media
- Enjoy using a variety of tools including different brushes
and tools i.e. cotton buds
- Develop simple patterns by using objects
- Start to produce different patterns and textures from
observations, imagination and illustrations
- Recognise and name the primary colours being used.

- Explore drawing techniques
- Improve painting skills, develop skill and
control when painting
- Represent themselves through art
- Develop their knowledge of mixing primary
colours to create secondary colours
- Create portraits by controlling and defining
their use of line for expression
- Draw lines with increased skill, awareness and
control
- Experiment with pencils to create more
complex tones - learn that different ways to
hold a pencil affects the tone
- Use tone to create 3D form when drawing
- When looking at creative work, express clear
preferences and giving some reasons for these
using some basic language of art (formal
elements)

- Control materials to achieve a desired
effect
- Articulate their understanding of
application of colour to paint sculptural
forms
- Create sculptures
- Use sketch books for planning and refining
ideas
- Record ideas for materials and composition
- Use their own and others’ opinions to
identify how to improve

- Draw using a negative medium,
identifying areas of light and dark
- Develop and discuss ideas through
sketches
- Make personal investigations of interests
and record observations in sketchbooks
- Learn ways that artists represent their
ideas through painting
- Develop personal, imaginative responses
to a theme
- Express ideas about art through
messages, graphics, text and images
- Convey, express and articulate a message
or emotion through art
- Regularly analyse and reflect on their
progress taking account of intentions and
opinions
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- Mix and match colours to different artefacts and objects

Knowledge
for Retention

Term 1: Once Upon A Time
- Know how to use a stencil to create a painting
- Understand how to create a painted print using sponges
- Know why it is important that stories we read are
illustrated with colourful pictures
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Know that many dots in the same colour near each
other will create a ‘whole’ effect
- Understand how to be precise in our placements of
colour
- Know that blue, yellow and red are the primary colours
- Know that you can make primary colours darker or
lighter using white and black

- Understand that a portrait can be made using
any artistic medium but is most commonly a
painting, photograph or drawing
- Know about the life and work of Frida Kahlo
- Understand how Kahlo changed her use of
colour depending on who sat in the portrait
and what impact she wanted to create
- Know the process of producing a portrait

- Know that large amounts of greek pottery
have survived over time as pottery is one of
the most durable materials
- Know that greek pottery is usually
decorated with dark figures on a lighter,
reddish background
- Understand the process of glazing
- Know how to create and decorate a pot

- Understand the use of propaganda art
work during WW1 and WW2 and the
social impact of this
- Recognise the style of propaganda
posters and the precise use of messages
and graphics
- Know how to create a poster using the
style of propaganda for a specific purpose
and audience

National
Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Once Upon A Time
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings.
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them.
- Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and
skills.
- Define colours, shapes, texture in their own words
-  Develop their colour-mixing techniques to enable them
to match the colours they see and want to represent
Term 2: Castles and Dragons
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings
- Use  a range of materials and tools with care and
precision
- Develop their colour-mixing techniques to enable them
to match the colours

- Use drawing, painting and sculpture to
develop and share their ideas, experiences and
imagination
- Understand the work of a range of artists,
craft makers and designers, describing the
differences and similarities between different
practices and disciplines, and making links to
their own work

- Improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials [for
example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

- Understand great artists, architects and
designers in history
Create sketch books to record their

observations and use them to review and

revisit ideas

- Improve their mastery of art and design

techniques, including drawing, painting

and sculpture with a range of materials

[for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

Vocabulary Term 1: Once Upon A Time stencil, repeated pattern,
colour mixing, printing, symmetry
Term 2: Castles and Dragons dot, colour, primary, lighter,
darker

shade, tone, line, colour, mixing, hatching sculpt, shape, 3-dimensional, pottery, pinch,
coil, decoration

poster, colour, slogan, propaganda,
symbolism, appeal to emotion

Term B3 EYFS
Term 1: Julia Donaldson - Watercolour

Creatures, Illustrating Stories
Term 2: My Blue Planet - Underwater Scenes

KS1
Great Fire of London - London
Cityscapes: Before and After

LKS2
Incredible India - Rangoli Patterns

UKS2
Ancient Civilisations - Maya

Masks
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and Collage

Skills Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Explore working with paint on different surfaces and in
different ways i.e. coloured, sized and shaped paper
- Use a variety of tools including different brushes and
tools
- Produce lines of different thickness and tone using a
pencil.
- Start to produce different patterns and textures from
observations, imagination and illustrations
- Recognise and name the primary colours being used
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Build a construction/ sculpture using a variety of
objects e.g. recycled, natural and manmade materials
- Use graphic tools, fingers, hands, chalk, pens and
pencils
- Use a variety of textiles and fabric
- Show experience in fabric collage: layering fabric
- Use a variety of malleable media such as clay, papier
mache, salt dough
- Impress and apply simple decoration
- Cut shapes using scissors and other modelling tools
- Look and talk about what they have produced,
describing simple techniques and media used

- Experiment with line
- Mix, refine and apply more sophisticated
colours
- Describe their use of colour to achieve a
specified intention
- Extend their ability to articulate 3D form and
space through practical activities
- Draw lines with increased skill, awareness and
control
- Experiment with pencils to create more
complex tones - learn that different ways to
hold a pencil affects the tone
- Use tone to create 3D form when drawing
- Describe what they think about others’ work

- Use sketchbooks to generate ideas and
observations
- Use sketch books for planning and refining
ideas
- Increase awareness of manipulating paint
to achieve more accurate colours and shades
- Express line in different ways to express
geometric and organic forms
- Construct patterns through craft methods
to further their knowledge and
understanding
- Create geometric and mathematical
drawings
- Print using different materials
- Learn how to present and display works of
art
- Manipulate colour and pattern to create
prints
- Use knowledge of lines of symmetry to
help draw accurate shapes
- Analyse and describe the use of pattern
within artists’ work
- Create original outcomes through the use
of colour and pattern using geometric,
repeating and symmetrical patterns

- Use recycled materials within mixed
media art
- Select materials for a given purpose
- Express an idea or emotion through 3D
clay sculpture
- Create 3D sculptural forms from a
purpose
- Create imaginative and expressive 3D
forms to convey meaning
- Convey, express and articulate a message
or emotion through 3D sculpture
- Regularly analyse and reflect on their
progress taking account of intentions and
opinions
- Give resonated evaluations of both their
own and others’ work which takes
account of the starting points, intentions
and context behind the work

Knowledge for
Retention

Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Recognise the work of Axel Scheffler
- Know that watercolours use water to wet the paint so
we can brush it on
- Know how to use a paintbrush gently or press more
firmly for different shades
- Know that some colours are better for some parts of a
story than others, e.g. dark colours when the story is sad
or scary
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Understand that collage can be made from many
different materials
- Know how to glue smaller pieces of textile, fabric or
paper together to begin to create a scene
- Understand how layering different textures can create
a larger scene

- Know about the work of famous Cityscape
artist Camille Pissaro
- Understand the changes in London scenery
before and after the Great Fire using existing
sketches and photographs
- Understand the process of sketching two
comparative scenes
- Know how to select the appropriate medium
for a piece of work

- Understand a Rangoli pattern as an
intricate pattern drawn on the floor to
welcome guests during Diwali
- Know that Rangoli patterns are usually
taken from nature
- Understand how to use symmetry to create
an intricate pattern
- Know how to use colour effectively to make
a pattern welcoming and warm
- Know how to use unconventional mediums,
for example the floor outside, to replicate a
genre

- Know the main reasons for wearing
masks in the Mayan era: birth, death,
important events, battle and war.
- Understand the three layers of the masks
- Know how to use clay to create layers
and how to add to an existing clay
sculpture
- Know how to paint clay in a particular
style



Art and Design

National
Curriculum
Objectives

Development Matters
Term 1: Julia Donaldson
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings.
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them.
- Develop their colour-mixing techniques
- Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and
skills.
- Develop and realise creative ideas
Term 2: My Blue Planet
- Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to
express their ideas and feelings.
- Return to and build on their previous learning, refining
ideas and developing their ability to represent them.
- Create collaboratively, sharing ideas, resources and
skills.

- Use drawing, painting and sculpture to

develop and share their ideas, experiences and

imagination

- Develop a wide range of art and design
techniques in using colour, pattern, texture,
line, shape, form and space

- Create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and
revisit ideas
- Improve their master of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting and
sculpture with a range of materials

- Create sketch books to record their
observations and use them to review and
revisit ideas
- Improve their mastery of art and design
techniques, including drawing, painting
and sculpture with a range of materials
[for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

Vocabulary Term 1: Julia Donaldson watercolour, line, illustrate,
illustrator
Term 2: My Blue Planet smudge, shade, collage, texture,
textile

line, landscape, skyline, layering, shade, tone pattern, repeating, geometric, colour,
mixing, line, symmetrical

texture, form, sculpture, modelling,
layering, malleable, tonal contrast


